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Yellow journalism by any other name still stinks. 

This so-called scientific report is vague, shifty, dishonest, 
suggestive and otherwise unsuitabYe for publication. 

It is filled vi.th careful and pious disclaimers that leave an 
impression of scientific integrity, modesty and objectivity on 
the part of the scientific workers engaged in this project. The 
"facts" reported do not bear this out. The honesty end intelligence 
of other scientists who might have contraijt' opinions a:t-e i ::rpugned. 

Careful reading of the paper indicates that the radioactivity nov 
found at Bikini is low level, at the threshold o'f measurement tech
niques, and harmless. The general impression created by careless 
reading is that Bikini is rampant vith death-dealing and crippling 
radiation. 

These studies are of value scientifically because they shov how all 
elements, vhether or not they are radioactive, are constantly being 
shifted, redistributed and circulated through the ecological cycle. 
Instead of being content vith reporting~his restrained and praise
worthy conclusion to a scientific resear~h study, the author has 
stressed the radiation hazard out of all proportion. The resulting 
story is a scare piece, 'Which has lost whatever scientific value it 
might have had and which can cause real dam.age from a public relationa 
point-ot-view. 

The folloving quotes picked almost at random reveal the inconsistencies 
and double-talk th.at runs through the article: 

On page 3, this is called "a reassuring story." As it is 
presented it is anything but reassuring. 

Page 4: The statement is made th.at "Bikini's radioactivity, 
absorbed P.ven in trace quantities by fish or other living 
things, may become concentrated in tissues until it weakens 
or kills its hosts." Nowhere is it stated that this has 
actually been found to occur. If there is no such evidence, 
the statement is tar too strong and should be deleted. 
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Page 8: This puts the scientists of the Division of' 
Biology and Medicine headed by Dr. Shields Warren in 
direct opposition to "top scientists" in the 1947 
expedition whose "final report vas the product of a 
collective judgment of' documented correctness." 

Page 8: Suggests that physicists or chemists are 
casual about radiation. 

Page 9: Donaldson, f'ran examination of' "hundreds of 
samples", noted "the general distribution of' the small 
amounts of radioactivity." We state publicly that di
lution is one of the tvo basic principles of disposition 
of radioactive wastes. 

Page 9: "They observed that measurable quantities of 
fission products vere present in every part of' the 
lagoon." The vord "measurable" here has a sinister 
sound, but vb.at does it actually meant Is the radiation . 
harm:fu.11 Is it tvice or t"tro million times background? 

Page 11: "The bydroid contained radioactivity about l,000 
times that found in water." A thousand times nothing is 
still nothing. Rov much radiation is in water? Is th• 
hydroid damaged by the amount of radiation found? 

Page 13: Has the "theoretica.l fish" actually been found 
"to run into trouble." 

Page 14: Suggests that these theoretical ideas have been 
tested, but have theyT The actual results are reported so 
v8.8\18ly that the reader cannot be sure. Later on points 
out that Bik1n1's radiation potential is "declining;" that 
radiation is taken in "in inf'initesimal.ly small amounts." 
Still later says that biologists "do not know •.• wbat the 
effects o~ these absorptions at radioactivity have been or 
will be. They do not have absolute proo:t ••. " This seems 
to me to indicate that the ideas are still in the theoretical 
stage, and that they have not beJID. tested at all. Then while 
admitting that there is no eTidence in so far as Bik1Di ia 
concerned, the author tosses in conclusions based on high 
level radiation 8%periments. or course, radiation kills and 
is dangerous. But is the radiation at Bikini presently a 
hazard. This is repeatedly implied but never definitely 
stated nor the facts presented. 
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